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the game has six levels, and five of these are boss fights. the last three levels are fairly easy and have no
boss fights. the boss fights are not battles, as you attack a button and run off if they hit you, they are just a
match. for the first level, you have to stay in the tunnels and fight off cyborgs. the second level is hans more

of the tunnels, although now you are driving as well. it has trees and you have to destroy the kpa guard
towers. third level is a bit different. it's a bit longer, and has a bonus bonus level. i really struggled with this
level and never quite figured it out, but i completed the game on insane difficulty. after this is the beginning
of the last level and the boss fight. this is the most enjoyable level in the game, though. at first, you have to
get up and over this huge island, you drive through hans and get into each of the little command posts. the
problem is, one of the command posts is a pretty large structure and the other is within a very small area. it

makes the second fight on this level special, in my opinion. i always have a soft spot for indie games. i
particularly enjoyed the idea of being able to drive cars like the one i am playing now, or taking the little
hovercraft up and over the big construction and shooting people. i never get tired of watching new ships
and vehicles enter the game. on the difficulties in designing the cryengine 3 for both crysis warhead and

crysis 2 on the same engine: there were some challenges in building the engine. we were already quite far
into the engine build, and it wasn't easy to go back and rip out everything that was set up. it was on an

intense time-frame, so we ended up having to make a decision: we could either demo for crysis 2, or demo
for crysis warhead. i don't think that the engine has had a true renaissance in that we end up with a self-
contained, very fast engine. we do have a lot of things in there that would certainly not be in crysis 2, but

maybe not in crysis warhead. it does that much better than the previous engine, but we have some
limitations. one of our main developer, guillaume pile, died right before release, so he never got to see the

final product.
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